
Why Choose Grand Rapids Chair?

Just Ask
You don’t have to limit yourself to Grand Rapids Chair’s standard offerings.  GRC 
welcomes the opportunity to create something uniquely you.  Special orders are prices, 
sampled and built quickly for you!

Wood Seating
Grand Rapids Chair’s wood chairs are manufactured of premium plain-sawn European 
beech sourced from sustainable forests and designated a “select and better grade” by the 
American Hardwood Lumber Association.  European beech is the best source for 
commercial chairs due to its superb strength and grain consistency.  GRC enhance the grain 
with expertly applied finishes and catalyzed conversion varnishes that ensure lasting beauty.

Built Better
Mortise-and-tenon construction is just one of the ways GRC maximizes the strength of their 
wood chairs and distinguishes themselves from the rest of the pack.

Distressing News
All wood chairs are now available with a “light distressed” or “heavy distressed” finish.  The 
Distressed Winright Collection features handmade textural details accentuated by a matte 
finish.

In the Saddle
All wood seats feature 1” solid saddle construction for 
superior user comfort and durability!  



Aluminum Seating
Precision CNC-machinery and carefully engineered weld placement make our aluminum 
chairs incredibly strong and durable yet surprisingly lightweight.  Compare our chair’s 
seamless contours and near-invisible joint welds to the competition – and you’ll see why 
Grand Rapids Chair’s such a popular choice for image-conscious companies.

Light on its feet
Every time you specify a lightweight aluminum chair, someone’s lower back thanks you!

Metal Seating
Grand Rapids Chair’s are manufactured from high-quality plating-grade steel (a significant 
strength advantage over the industry standard).  Joints are hand-tailored, coped and brazed 
to maximize strength, create a smooth finish, and prevent rust.  Paint is applied through an 
automotive-grade powdercoat system that ensures equal coverage of every surface.  The 
finish is baked-in to create a beautiful, durable, color-rich chair.

Stronger Than the Rest
High-traffic areas require high-quality furniture solutions.  All of our chairs and tables exceed 
industry strengths and standards.

Logos and More
Laser cutting and engraving allow unlimited design options, from simple logos to elaborate 
graphic compositions.

Back Beauty
Get out your swatches – backs can be upholstered in custom fabric-and-welting 
combinations for one-of-a-kind looks.

Nest-ability
And you thought a chair this gorgeous couldn’t possibly be 
stackable – well, the proof is in the picture!

The Lisa series stacks 6-8 high, not to mention countless other 
chairs with any type of frame material are stackable as well!



Plush Comfort
High Resilience foam is considered the Cadillac of cushioning.  We use 2 inches of it in all 
our upholstered seating for an unbeatable combination of comfort, support, and durability.

Rainbow of Options
GRC’s state-of-the-art powdercoat system can match any color you want for your metal and 
aluminum chairs – whether it’s a standard PMS tint or the peculiar shade of your favorite 
candy.  Add a custom upholstery fabric and a special laser back design, and you’ve got a one-
of-a-kind signature chair for your business! The options are endless!

Custom Designs
Designers, architects, facility manager: you’ll make a big impression on clients and 
supervisors with a custom cut or engraved logo.  We know – Grand Rapids Chair has sold 
many projects this way!

Back to the Wall
Grand Rapids Chair’s “wall-saver” chairs feature 
extended rear legs that help prevent chair backs 
from hitting – and damaging – your walls!


